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Mokoro and more  
A safari like no other in the

Okavango Delta

Botswana’s mighty Okavango Delta, which expands annually up to a size of almost 20,000 sq km, is one of Africa’s
greatest and most pristine wildernesses. To take in its beauty, and all the iconic wildlife that call it home, there are
six enthralling activities available, but none so entrancing as a trip in a traditional mokoro (narrow dugout canoe). A

poler stands at the back of a mokoro (dugout canoe) with his pole raised vertically to the sky. His outline is crisp against a
pinkish blue sky at sunset. To his left are a bed of reeds at the edge of the channel. Everything is reflected in the still water
of the delta (c) Matt Phillips / Lonely Planet

The ultimate Okovango 
activity: The mokoro

There is no experience more connected to
Botswana’s Okavango Delta than a journey
through its reed-lined channels in a mokoro.
Propelled with poles by expert locals, these tra-
ditionally-styled craft (now fashioned from fi-
breglass instead of wood for environmental
purposes) glide you through the wilds with
your eyes just above water level. From this re-
clined vantage point, the scale of everything
becomes more grand - trees tower upwards
into the blue African sky, reeds arch overhead
and animal encounters feel all the more dra-
matic. The polers, who stand at the back behind
the two passengers, use their wider view to

watch for animals large and small. While you
can get up close and personal with the likes of
Africa’s smallest frog, your guide will ensure
that a safe distance is kept between you and
larger species such as hippos. That said, being
told that an elephant is about to cross your path
100m ahead is still transfixing. With no engine
noise, and just the occasional birdsong, the
sound of each watery footstep radiates to you
as if it was just a few feet away. And then, when
you think it can’t get any more exciting, the wet,
glistening body appears before you, tusks,
trunk and all. Even with large animal sightings,
the biggest joy of a mokoro trip is simply taking
in the delta’s surreal surroundings in the most
peaceful way possible.

Boat safaris can take visitors further afield than mokoro
trips, thus raising the possibility of wildlife encounters.

Gliding peacefully through
the delta in a mokoro is
the quintessential
Okavango experience.


